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Our world today is not only a world in crisis but also a world in profound
movement, with increasingly large numbers of people joining or forming
movements: local, national, transnational, and global. The dazzling diversity
of ideas and experiences recorded in this collection capture something of
the fluidity within campaigns for a more equitable planet. This book, taking
internationalism seriously without tired dogmas, provides a bracing window
into some of the central ideas to have emerged from within grassroots
struggles from 2006 to 2010. The essays here cross borders to look at the
politics of caste, class, gender, religion, and indigeneity, and move from
the local to the global.
Rethinking Our Dance, the second of two volumes, offers a wide range
of essays from frontline activists in Afghanistan, Argentina, Brazil, Niger,
and Taiwan, as well as from Europe and North America that address the
question, “What do we need to do in order to bring about justice and
peace?” The Movements of Movements aim to make the bewildering range
of contemporary movements more meaningful to the observer and also to
be a space where global movements speak to each other.
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“Possible futures right now in the making become legible in how The
Movements of Movements doesn’t shy away from the complex and
unsettling issues that shape our time while thinking through struggles for
social and ecological justice in the wider contexts of their past and present.”
—Emma Dowling, senior researcher in Political Sociology at the
Institute for Sociology, Friedrich-Schiller-University Jena, Germany
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